The OV2™ is a special zoom lens and video camera that can be interchanged with the lens on Starrett optical comparators.

It is available as an option with new Starrett comparators and as an easy-to-install field retrofit.

When used with the dual lens Starrett HD400, the OV2 allows immediate access to both Video and Optical measurement without changing the part setup.

**Features**

- Replaces bayonet mount comparator lens with zoom lens and video camera to create a video measuring system
- Change over from optical mode to OV2 is fast and easy
- Lens locks into the projector body and is prealigned for linear accuracy
- 6.5:1 zoom lens with up to 32mm of working distance utilizes maximum stage travel
- Video magnification to 240X
- Utilizes the QC-300 internal LCD display and touch screen control
- Works with all Starrett Horizontal Optical Comparators
- Works with some other makes of optical comparators. Please call for availability and details.

The OV2 Optical-Video Adaptor utilizes the measurement and image archiving capabilities of the QC-300 Display. It is available with or without video edge sensing.